
Big score, just not big enough [posted 28/08/11] 

289 batting first wins most 50:50 matches.  And after the 'Loc's recent batting woes it was a 
great relief, as well as pleasing, to see a big score posted.  It had much of what's always 

needed - partnerships, individual scores of substance, and nice acceleration towards the end 
after batters are set.  To the start.  Losing the toss, Matty informed the chaps they were 

batting.  And on a mossy green deck who'd have thought that nearly 600 runs would be 

scored.  But they were.  And the first to go big would be the 'Loc as they had first use.  T-
bags and Matt opened and the run-rate was good from the get-go.  11 from over one.  But 

then the recent problems looked ready to surface.  18 for 1 as Tinus holed out to Said after a 
quick-fire 15.  Matty then copied his opening partner, by which we mean 4, 6, out.  He too 

holed out, this time to a decent over-the-head grab by Murray at mid-on.  This brought Carly 
in to join Dani' and here's where things changed.  First stabilisation as the two got in.  Then 

the acceleration.  Result: a partnership.  Always essential when looking to post decent totals, 

or chase successfully.  Dani' and Carl put on 112 for the third wicket, Dani' departing just 
after having reached another half century, tamely chipping another catch to Murray, this time 

at mid-off.  Carl, too, had reached his half century, and now found himself with Pasty for 
company.  These two added 48 before Carl was run out after calling for a second.  It was a 

close call, but the right one as umpire McClymont raised the finger.  Carl out for 67. Elliott, on 

SNCL debut after a late call up following Nicky Lafferty's overnight arm injury, was in at six.  
But his debut was short-lived with the bat as he was stumped off Majeed's bowling.  Pasty 
then welcomed a third partner to the middle in the shape of Scotty Millen.  But Scotty would 
fare worse than Stiffy as he was bowled by Pervez for a duck.  And so it was partner #4 for 

Craig as Bil'y, again up the order, joined him.  There were still more than twelve overs to go 
when the two came together, the score on 204.  And after the flurry of wickets that had seen 

197 for 3 become 204 for 6, it was impressive how the two managed things from this point.  

Rotating the strike well, and hitting bad balls to the boundary, they would add 85 in twelve 
overs to push the total on to 289, Pasty run out off the last ball looking for a second run.  
Bil'y finished unbeaten on 29, Pasty on 69.  The last over alone went for 19, as Pasty heaved 
two 6s off Saeed. 

  

In defence of 289 the 'Loc knew that they would still have to bowl well, and have those bits 
of luck that're always needed when playing against as long and competent a batting line up 

as Renfrew.  And it was clear that someone, maybe a couple of batters would have to "go 
big" if the home side were to win.  Never were truer words spoken!  When the fourth ball of 

over 48 had been bowled, and Ramzan was unbeaten on 98, and Ul-Haq 105 not out, two 

players had - indeed - "gone big"!  Well batted to them.  Before these two had got in, pro' 
Said (45) and Pervez (22) had given their side a steady start, going at a reasonable pace 

from over one.  Pervez holed out first, courtesy of a great catch over his head running to the 
mid-on boundary by Tinus, and Said followed, playing on a Carl delivery.  The 'Loc bowlers 

were doing okay, but the short boundary was causing concern as anything even marginally 
short of a length was pulled by [particularly] Ul-Haq to the boundary.  This despatching of 

any bad delivery, combined with regular rotation of the strike (80 runs would come in singles) 

saw the experienced pair keep up with the required 6 runs-an-over.  Ramzan rode his luck a 
bit despite being the more controlled of the two batters.  He'd "Chinese cut" four deliveries - 

Carly, Jimmy and Youngy being the unlucky bowlers - and survived being given out run out at 
the non-striker's end after an Ul-Haq straight drive was deflected by Youngy onto his stumps, 

Ramzan's bat airborne backing up.  Unfortunately the umpire didn't give it.  Hey-ho.  But 

credit Ramzan who carried on regardless, and both batters batted really well in compiling 
their big scores.  For the 'Loc bowlers it was a tough day out as only Jimmy - returning 10-0-

44-1 - had figures that weren't 18 Certificate.  This said, on both sides, only Pervez's bowling 
figures were in any sense good.  His ten overs in the 'Loc innings had cost just 31, and in 
hindsight were likely the difference between the sides, saving his side 20+ runs compared to 
everyone else.  Well bowled to him. 

  

So a defeat, and three-in-a-row to finish the season.  But still a winning season, with today as 
ever showing signs of individuals' as well as collective progression.  Looking back on 2011's 

league campaign, we've seen real development in a lot of players, remembering how young 



the side is as the club continues its commitment to developing its own talent.  Of course 

there's room for improvement, by players of all ages, and this starts almost as soon as the 
season ends as the club starts its winter programme.  With more hard work over the winter 

there remains lots of reason to believe that the future for the club remains bright. 
  

More batting frailties [posted 27/08/11] 

van Wyk made just 3.  It was 62 for 3 when he departed [Ed: leaving him plenty of time to 

come up with the high-class jibber than he came out with in the second half!    ], and 

then it was 71 for 5, and even 111 for 7, but still, somehow, the 'Loc's hosts at Boghall 
managed to post 203 batting first in today's penultimate SNCL Championship match.  And as 
it'd turn out this'd be 73 too many for the guys after another batting collapse.  Only Carl's 

unbeaten 65 impressed.  And bar Carly, only one other batter - Scotty - got into double 
figures.  Oh dear.  You'd think we never practised, which - bizarrely - we do, actually.  
  

After winning the toss, Matty chose to invite West Lothian to have first use of a green deck.  
And when those earlier wickets fell, including you-know-who, it looked a decent decision.  

Bil'y was bowling well, and he picked up the first two wickets to fall on his way to figures of 
10-0-33-2.  Carly was also in the wickets as he claimed wickets numbers three and four.  The 

home side's Cookson - West Lothian's overseas amateur - was that fourth wicket, his 47 

representing the bulk of the total on the 'board when he departed: 71 for 4.  And then it was 
"for 5" as Smith was cleaned up by Jimmy.  Black and Dixon then dug in and added 39 for 

the sixth wicket, the seventh falling a run later to leave West Lothian on 111 for 7.  Nineteen 
overs to bowl and four wickets in hand.  Odds on the 'Loc bowling their opponents out for, 

say, under 150?  Must be good you'd have thought.  But number six Black and Williamson, in 
at nine, had other ideas.  They'd put on 67 for the eighth wicket, with Williamson continuing 

on to record an unbeaten 32 to add to Black's 51.  203 all out.  And it's interesting to note, 

maybe, that in the West Lothian innings there'd been three ducks, and two other batters 
didn't gett past 3.  But the key was three partnerships: 50 for the second wicket; 39 for the 

sixth; and 67 for the eighth.  Key.  With'em you can win; without'em you'll always struggle.  
  

204 to win.  "Good start needed folks."  Heard that before, eh?  And the next bit: top order 

collapse!  Sadly also heard of late.  This time it would be 28 for 4 as Tinus (0), Spenny (3), 
Dani' (3) and Pasty (5) all came and went cheaply.  And the order had been changed: Dan's 

and Hassan's absences and Brian's inclusion seeing Spenny open and Pasty slot in at five.  
Carl, who was in at four, was the odd-man-out, i.e. not out.  And he'd stay this way as he 

batted through with the rest of the order to finish 65 not out.  Only Scott with 19 provided 
any support, and gave the side anything like a partnership: 45 for the fifth wicket.  After he 

went it was single figures all the way, as the lower order failed to fire.  130 all out.  Same 

old, same old..... 
  

So promotion chances gone, but still the chance to finish in third place, and with a winning 
season record with tomorrow's trip to Renfrew.  Fingers-crossed for improvement with the 

bat and maybe some lady luck.  And here's hoping for some better chat!! 

  
Just not enough [posted 20/08/11] 

188 against a side as good as Dumfries is never likely to be enough to guarantee the win, 
and so it proved at Shawholm today as the first of the post-split SNCL Championship matches 

was played.  Invited to have first use of the wicket the 'Loc slumped to not-very-many-for-

quite-a-few as is the side's want these days, before the two Dans, again not for the first time 
in season 2011, dug the team out of what was looking like more than just a pot hole.  Four of 

the top five batters had mustered 7 between them with Pasty leading the procession back to 
the changing room, being caught by a prostrate fitrst slip after a deflection from the 'keeper!  

T-bags followed to give Dumfries's overseas player Breetzke [Ed: that's a big Scrabble score!] 
the second of what would be five wickets on the day.  He also went by way of catch.  Then 

Carl went for a blob, followed by Hassan - for whom 2010's 445 league runs must seem a 

distant memory! - came and went for 2.  Saving the sides' blushes however would be Messrs. 
Walton and Chaudhry, D.  The two Dans as they're known did what they've had to do on 



more than a few occasions this season, namely stabilise things, rebuild, and then try and 

push on.  And this they did, adding 108 for the fifth wicket.  Both reached their half 
centuries, Dani' being first to go for 59.  Dan the Elder continued to bat with the middle 

order, but only Matty got into double figures as overs ran out.  And in the end it was Dan 
who was last out, for 62, in the last over, 188 being on the 'board.  A decent effort after 29 

for 4, but likely not enough.  Breetzke's "5-for" had also nearly been match by Davidson's "4-

for".  You gotta love greedy bowlers!  
  

Any chance of somehow pulling a victory out of this particular hat would need early wickets 
to be taken.  And to some extent [Ed: is that possible?] this was done.  Dumfries were 65 for 

3 at one stage.  But, and crucially, the pocket battleship that is Corbett-Byers, and overseas 
hired-hand Breetzke, were still to be removed.  And when both had, like the Dans, gone past 

the 50 mark, it was clear the win points were heading south along with the 'Loc's chances, at 
least in this match.  Corbett-Byers eventually hit a Coya delivery down Bily's throat to depart 
for 54, but by then a similarly-shaped lady was gargling in the wings.  Run 189 was safely in-

gathered by the Dumfries side with just over five overs to spare.  In the end: comfortable.  
  

In the other top-four match Kruker van Wyk (106*) and ten others beat Renfrew, and it's Mr 

van Wyk + 10 that the 'Loc take on next Saturday, before finishing up at Renfrew the day 
after.  Two wins are simply a "must" if any chance of going up is to be retained.  Two 

questions then in closing: (i) where have all the runs gone? and (ii) does anyone know of any 

other Dans, Daniels, Danials,.....or even Danielles looking to play any cric'!    

   

Horrid, all round [posted 06/08/11] 
The 'Loc won today - that's good.  Pretty much that was all that was good tho'.  Weirs were 

the oppo' and were skittled for 56 after a fairly abject batting display that lasted just 25 

overs.  That said, in sneaking home inside thirteen overs, with five wickets lost themselves, it 
can hardly be suggested the 'Loc boys with blades were much better. 

  
Dealing with the first half first though.  Jimmy and Carl each grabbed "3-fors" as the visitors 

from Albert Park were routed.  This after winning the toss and deciding to bat.  The deck was 

certainly conducive to seam bowling, after another wet week, and all four 'Loc bowlers took 
full advantage.  When Weirs' pro' du Plessis was second out with the score on just 8, things 

already looked bleak with Murray unavailable for his side.  Then before you could say, "Dig in 
and see if you can set some sort of total", it was 37 for 5.  Ooops, sorry, wait, no, it's now 40 

for 7,.....sorry make that 8.  Then a partnership (!) before 55 for 9 and then 56 all out.  
Astonishing.  Top score?  9.  Bar that is wides who romped home with 16.  It could've been 

much worse in other words.  And though there was steady drizzle throughout, your reporter 

doubts this was a 56 all out wicket.  And astonishingly no fewer than five Weirs batters were 
gunned LBW.  And with a number of former Western Union players playing, more familiar 

with player/umpiring, the plethora of leg-before's just served to remind them that this - in 

fact - is a bona fide means of dismissal!    

  

The 'Loc reply wasn't much better mind.  57 for 5!  And two more LBWs!!  The run-chase 

featured two ducks too - take a bow Master Young and Master Millen - and three wickets fell 
on 27.  That'd be 27 for 5 then!  The unthinkable and unbelievable really did look possible for 

an over or two but luckily Carly added to his "3-for" with a monstrously high score in the 
circumstances of 18!  Again wides were handy contributors too, 12 of the 57 runs 

accumulated.  57 for 5 and a win.  
  

A game to forget though but the win points gratefully banked.  One plus it likely has to be 

said was Flanners performance behind the sticks - a nice stumping and decent low catch.   
  

Not even bog-standard at Boghall [posted 30/07/11] 
There might be more words in this report than runs scored by the 'Loc today.  In fact I'm 

sure there will be.  94 all out batting first was truly pitiful.  Eight batters failing to get past 4, 

and only one - Hassan - getting past 30.  And if it hadn't been for West Lothian's generosity 



in bowling 17 wides the total might've been even worse.  Thomson was the home side's main 

wicket-taker, grabbing a "5-for".  And to be honest there's not much else to say.  Allegedly 
Pasty got a harsh decision, and Scotty got a good ball.  The others, it's suggested, might've 

just got themselves out.  94 all out.  Hmmm. 
  

In reply the home side took their time and meandered their way to 98 for 1 in 25 overs.  Only 

wicket was taken adding to the boys' batting woes, Matty taking it courtesy of a catch by 
Dani'.  But at 86 for 1 it wasn't likely to cause the West Lothian boys much concern.  Defeat 

by a whopping nine wickets - one to roll up and file in the "Games to forget" folder, a.k.a. the 
bin!  As was famously said at the end of some movie or other, "Tomorrow's another day....." 
  
Next up are Weirs at home next.  With the 'Loc in third position after today's thrashing, 
Dumfries unexpectedly defending a score nearly as low as the 'Loc's against Kelburne, and so 
slipping into the top two behind West Lothian, a win against fourth-placed Weirs is looking 
kinda important now! 

  
Agony at Glenpark [posted 26/07/11] 

The long-awaited Rowan Cup semi- with Greenock finally took place this evening down the 

river at Glenpark.  The 'Loc went into the match missing Dan Walton (down south on real 
biz), and Dani' (down south on cric' biz), Doogie and Maddy coming into the side.  Also back 

were Jimmy and Flanners.  Carly, of course, had to sit out as the pro'.  The game started just 
after 6.30pm after delays getting down the M8, and the 'Loc were in the field after Matt won 

the toss.  
  

Opening for Greenock were former Dumfries player Chris Bellwood and 'keeper/bat Alex 

Baum.  These two started briskly enough and 21 was on the 'board after just three overs.  
The run rate was kept under control though and by over seven, Bellwood and Baum were still 

together and 46 was the total.  Just under 7s.  Then the first wicket.  Baum cleaned up by 
Nicky for 22.  This brought the dangerous Richie Berrignton to the crease, getting him 

cheaply being one of the keys to the 'Loc winning the game.  But before Berrignton's wicket 

would be taken, Bellwood was stumped off Hassan's bowling, to depart for 17.  Willie Rowan, 
the erstwhile Prestwick player, then joined Berrignton in the middle and these two added 34 

in seven overs until the important wicket of Berrington was taken.  Matty was the bowler, 
Hassan the safe pair of hands.  Berrington gone for 27.  Rowan followed an over later, Matty 

holding onto a catch offered up off Jimmy's bowling.  But describing the skipper's grab in 

such neutral terms does it a great diservice - this was a blinder of a catch, one-handed 
overhead, Coya's big right paw plucking the hurtling red sphere out of thin air at extra cover!  

101 for 4, with a couple of overs to go.  The rest of the home side's innings saw Hempsey, 
Robertson and Forrest in-gather another 17 runs and the total move on to 118.  119 to win 

then.  Call it 6-an-over, or a run-a-ball. 
  

Hassan and T-bags opened for the 'Loc with Pasty sliding down to three.  And with the two 

Dans out, it was Scott at four and Matt at five making up the top order.  Like Greenock, a 
decent start was made - the first three overs seeing 23 put on.  Then Hassan holed out to 

Forrest off Greenock's veteran Aussie Coach Judd's bowling.  28 for 1 in the fourth.  Pasty 
and Tinus then added 43 in 45 balls before the latter departed, caught Berrington off big 

Mark Robertson's bowling.  Scotty came and went for just a couple and this meant Matt was 

in with Craig.  These two pushed the score on to 97 by the end of the sixteenth - still more 
than a run-a-ball - before Matty became Forrest's second catch and went having made 3.  

Pasty had been the main contributor in the 24-run partnership with the skipper, but he 
followed his skipper back to the pavillion almost immediately having top-scored with 33, 

another catch held by Berrington.  So two balls into the seventeenth over the equation was 
now: 22 runs needed from 22 balls.  An unchanged scenario.  Only 1 run was managed in the 

seventeenth over itself though, and so it became 21 needed from eighteen balls.  5 runs 

came from over eighteen bowled by Judd, an over that also saw another wicket.  Then over 
nineteen went for 6 runs.  The final-over equation: 10 runs needed.  7 of these were found in 



the first five balls, meaning 3 were needed from the last ball.  Judd to Nicky, ball airborne, 

catch taken.  116 for 7 the final score.  A loss by just 2 runs.  
  

So near, yet so..... 
  

But here are the positives.  When the decision to blood the club's own youngsters was first 

taken back in 2008-09, if we'd have said that two seasons later we'd be sitting a-top a SNCL 
division, would beat Uddy and West in the WLC, and would get past the former to take on 

Greenock in their own backyard in a Rowan Cup semi-final, going with real belief of winning 
despite missing two top order bats, and coming away gutted at having lost, many might have 

thought we were daft, and some delusional.  But that's where we are.  Continuing progress 
therefore, and though - as always - there are things that could've been done better on the 

night that might've seen a different result accrue, the positives in the club's development 

continue to far out-number the negatives.  Well done to Greenock on their win, but what a 

dilema to know who most to want to lose, if it's them or the Dark Side in the final.....    

  

Tinus ton sets up big win [posted 23/07/11] 
It was certainly his day.  A ton inside 34 overs, a wicket and a direct-hit run out.  Throw in a 

few "lives" on his was to his 107 and MA Huyser Esq. has reason to be pleased this Saturday 

night.  Well played sir, and welcome to the club's SNCL Honours Board!  Losing the toss and 
being invited to bat by Stenhousemuir's pro' and skipper Jappie, 27 was put on for the first 

wicket - Pasty being adjudged LBW by umpire McLardie.  And McLardie would prove to be in 
LBW-mode in this innings as he went on to gun three more 'Loc batters.  [Ed: is he the 

fastest finger in the west too?  Appeals haven't finished before - bam! - the finger's up  ]  

Dani' joined T-bags and the two added 134 for the third wicket, the former chipping one to 
mid-off.  Dani's 44 had been scratchy by his standards, but it was a mature innings as he 

grafted and played the perfect foil to Tinus's swashbuckling knock at the other end.  

Mention's already been made of his "lives" - all three were at long-on.  The first saw long-on 
#1 run in, stop, and let the ball drop at his feet.  The second saw the same fielder race in 

this time, only to see the ball drop over his head on the spot he started his advance 
from.....and roll for a 4!  Long-on #2 was then despatched only to grass a long ball hit down 

his throat.  Ouchay! But credit to Tinus.  Unflustered, he just went on his way,.....all the way 

to a ton.  And all inside 34 overs.  He was the second LBW of the innings, adjudged leg-
before playing a reverse sweep to a Jappie off break that most thought pitched outside leg.  

107.  Well batted.  Four 6s included.  Tinus's departure brought Hassan to the crease to 
partner Carl who, pleasingly, had been out in the middle when T-bags got to three figures.  
Hass' though became LBW number three after getting to 7.  Dan was in at six.  32 were 
added in good time by Carl and Dan before the latter nicked off behind chasing a wide one.  

242 for 5, seven overs to go.  Cal then moved past 50.  But no further.  He'd mis-time an 

expansive shot and holed out to Jappie.  From here - 256 for 6 with five overs left - the tail 
added 33 runs through a combination of getting bat-on-ball and running hard, and some big 

shots.  Maddy's 18 not out was the mainstay of the final few overs, Bily getting run out for 
the cause on legal ball 300.  289 for 8 the final score.  Not too shabby.  

  

Halftime chat centered on not letting Stennie get a good start to their run chase, 
remembrance of Falkland runnin the side close being table by the skipper.  Wise words.  And 

the opening bowlers heeded those words.  Both Tinus and Bily bowled as required.  Halcrow 
was first to go as he chipped Tinus to Nicky at mid-on.  Then Owens, the other opener, was 

cleaned up by Bilal just a couple of deliveries after Bily had unluckily seen him nick one 
behind only for the difficult chance to be grassed.  16 for 2.  In now were 'keeper Rakshit and 

pro' Jappie.  These two added 36 before Maddy found the edge of Jappie's bat and Dan did 
the rest!  Toffee!  With Jappie gone, and at 52 for 3, winning it now was going to need 
someone on the visiting team do something pretty remarkable.  But wickets kept falling and 

the "remarkable" quickly became the "highly improbable".  Rakshit would top-score with 35 
before he was run out by Tinus - a direct hit from mid-wicket.  Quite a day for Huyser Jnr!  

From here only Hamilton with 14 got into double figures, and drinks were waived as the 'Loc 



pressed on for the win.  And the tail was duly dealt with by Messrs. Akram, Young and 

Young.  108 all out.  Win by 181.  
  

With West Lothian losing the boys' win sees them leap-frog the Boghall side and into 1st 
place in the table.  And next week the two sides meet.  Hmmm, tasty! 

  

ABC cricket [posted 16/07/11] 
Arrive, bowl, call-off.  That's the long-and-short of the 'Loc's day out to Dumfries.  The tale 

of the match was that the home side posted 240 for 7 in 45 overs, before a final downpour 
put paid to proceedings.  Game off.  Start the cars.....  Elsewhere in the SNCL Championship 
there were two other abandonments and three cancellations, with the Stennie versus EK 
clash being the only one that hadn't bit the dust when the 'Loc's match was canned. 

  

Another Saturday, more sunshine and another win [posted 09/07/11] 
SMRH were the visitors to the old ground today in the SNCL.  Now as avid readers of this 

column are aware your scribe isn't slow to have a pop at oppo' behaviour that's "just not 
cricket".  Well, will this in mind, it's only fair - therefore - to highlight when an opposition side 

behaves admirably.  Today was such a day.  Picture the scene - Hassan Akram's taken two-

in-two and it's the hat-trick ball.  The fielders are in, Carl's at short leg-come-silly mid-on.  
Ooops, the hat-trick ball's a half tracker.  Burgess, the SMRH skipper's the new batter, and he 

pulls it, full-force.  The ball smacks straight into Carly's unprotected head.  Ouch!  After the 
initial concern over whether Carl was in fact dead (!), the decision was taken to - first - 

relocate him to the boundary, before - then - retiring to the pavilion.  And here's where 
"cricket was the winner" readers, without hestitation SMRH offered the 'Loc a substitute 
fielder.  How very, very pleasant.  Cricket was, indeed, the winner.  Thanks to Burgess for the 

gesture.  And, as you'll see from reading on, Carl recovered fine.  So "fine" in fact that he 
went on to hit a quick-fire 43 as the side won the game.  But I'm getting ahead of myself..... 

  
After winning the toss, Matty asked his counterpart to have a bat.  This looked a good 

decision when SMRH slumped to 8 for 2.  It looked inspired when pro' Worker holed out for 

just 25 to Hassan at point.  And, it was concluded to be genius when the Edinburgh boys 
were all out inside 40 overs for just 154.  Burgess had gone on to make 31, with Parker top-

scoring with 37.  But four blobs kind of cancelled these out.  For the 'Loc the wickets were 
shared around.  Bily had made the initial breakthrough getting rid of both openers, whilst 

there were braces for Tinus, Hassan and Matty.  Throw in a scalp for Carl and Pasty's run out 
and there's your ten people.  155 to win. 
  

After his blob in Edinburgh a week before Tinus bounced straight back in the run-chase.  He 
absolutely raced out of the traps in this one.  In shades of yester-year [Ed: ask Spen'], Tinus 

reached his half century inside seven overs and before Pasty had gotten off the mark!  The 
first wicket eventually fell in that seventh over - and it was T-bags - out for a round 50.  Dani' 
joined Pasty in the middle and the two added 40 before the former departed, the second 

caught and bowled, following Tinus.  Dani' continued his good form of recent weeks too - 
he'd end up on 33 not out as he partnered Carl (43) and, then, Hassan (2 not out).  In the 

end the win had been secured inside 33 overs.  And a good win at that.  Good for continuing 
momentum, good for NRR.  

  

Other results in the division see the side move up a place to second.  Next week it's Dumfries 
away.  

  
A game of five halves [posted 02/07/11] 

Today saw the 'Loc seal a third SNCL win from four completed games, and push themselves 
up into third place in the table, at New Field at Edinburgh Accies.  Now, dear reader, we're 

often critical of other clubs' grounds when we find them on the smallish side.  And as you 

also know we have particular fun having a dig at Toytown Titwood.  Well, it now turns out 
that if you go to the real Toytown, there's a cricket ground there.  And it's called New Field.  

It's tiny.  [Ed: that says "tiny"!]  Add in this correspondent's particular dislike for cricket 



played on rugby grounds and you start to get the picture: think super-bobbly but pokey.  

Anyway New Field it was.  
  

After winning the toss the 'Loc were in the field, and it was here the five halves start.  1st 
half: this was overs one to 22 of the first innings.  After Paton had gone 6 . w, Sellar and 

home pro' Rixon proceeded to try and build a base for their side.  And they did, of sorts.  By 

which I mean there were no other wickets for the 'Loc in this half.  67 for 1 was all that the 
[Ed: very small!] 'board showed after 22 overs.  The bowling was tight, with the Huyser boys 

proving particularly economic.  Throw in an ump' who couldn't be bothered with wides and 
Sellar batting in a manner that would've embarrassed Chris Tavare [Ed: look him all you 

youngsters!], and the scoreboard reflected, accurately, what was going on.  All good so far.  
2nd half: this was most of the rest of the Accies' innings, well until pro' Rixon departed in 

over 39.  Between overs 22 and 39 no fewer than 115 runs had been added with Matty 

desperately looking for a change bowler who could restrict the run-rate.  Hassan was 
struggling, Dan, Nicky and Matt himself were going at sixes, and the Huysers were all-but 

bowled out.  7-an-over over this half - yikes.  And with eleven overs still to go it looked like 
maybe 250 or 260 could be reached.  Maybe even more if Rixon really got going in the last 

few overs.  But he didn't - in over 39 he drained another poor delivery straight to Carl at 

cow.  Now there's something to report people: Carly's got his first catch of the season,.....and 
it's only July!!  3rd half: here I'm thinking of overs 40 to 50 in the first innings.  250+, even 

more, was the bookies' favourite spread bet with eleven overs to go.  But Ladbrokes hadn't 
factored in a batting collapse.  Without the game-management, and skills, of Rixon to call 

upon, the unguided ship that became the Accies' innings kind of petered out.  Only 'keeper 
Murden with an unbeaten 44 can likely hold his head up.  Excluding him the rest of the 

batting line up from four downwards mustered just 37.  And so it was the 3rd half - and first 

innings - ended with 241 all out on that wee 'board.  Carly took two wickets in three balls to 
finish things off.  And his, and Tinus's, bowling had been hugely important in preventing the 

side having a really big score to chase.  19.3-4-41-4 were impressive figures, especially given 
the size of the policies.  

  

242 to win.  And the start of the run chase brings us to the 4th half: Pasty and T-bags 
opening.  But the start wasn't what was ordered, nor what the pair have delivered previously 

this season in most matches.  T-bags holed out ball three, then Pasty got a jaffa from Jones 
after stroking a couple of 4s.  Out caught behind, Murden taking a great low catch.  31 for 2.  

Then two wickets with the score on 38.  Carl nicked off behind too, before Hassan tamely 

offered a return catch to Thomson.  38 for 2.  Now there was a bit of work to do.  And so, 
with home supporters' hopes high, the two Dans found themselves together at the crease.  

5th half: this was the longest half (!) of the game, pleasingly because it featured a long, 
positive and meticulously timed run-chase.  Key to this were the Dans.  Dani' showed 

continuing maturity in getting in, and then scoring freely, on his way to 99.  Then, gut-
wrenchingly, he missed a full toss that rapped him on his pad - out! - LBW.  Genuinely bad 

luck, but another peak at young Dani's potential,.....sorry, correct that, not potential: realised 

ability.  99 from 113 deliveries in such circumstances was a genuinely good and important 
knock for his club.  Well batted.  At the other end, Dan again reminded everyone of his 

ability.  70 from 92 balls was an equally important contribution as the two added 139 for the 
fifth wicket.  When Dan departed 64 were still needed.  Then when Dani' went with the score 

on 208, 32 was the requirement.  In now were Scotty and Matt.  The former was carrying a 

groin injury from the warm-up and was struggling a little between the wickets.  But he was 
in, and batting sensibly.  Then the fat lady sang.  Over 45 started with 25 still needed from 

six overs.  Paton was the bowler, Scotty was on strike.  Then, carnage: after a quiet start to 
the over that saw two singles and a wide, Scotty suddenly tee'd off.  6, 4, 6, +, 4!  Thank 

you and good-night.  The first six a lofted drive over extra cover, the second a flat-batted 
slap over cover point,.....flat!  The ['Loc] supporters loved it!  What a finish to the 5th half, 

and how Accies' skipper Woodmansey must be regretting his dropping of Scotty when the 

latter was on hee-haw.  In fact Master Millen was dropped three times - two, hard "c&b" 
chances - on his way to 40 not out from just 31 balls.  It's called riding your luck dear reader. 

  



So a game of five halves right enough.  And one that again showed the 'Loc side at its best, 
with lots of guys contributing, whether with bat or ball, or indeed in the field where a number 
of good grabs were held.  Another win then, and the momentum carried on.  Next week it's 

SMRH at home. 
 

Another day, another win over Uddy! [posted 30/06/11] 
It was a day ending in "y" and so we were beating Uddingston at cric'!  We jest of course 
dear Lanarkshire reader - good evening, you're up late!  We jest in as much as the boys from 

BCP are no mugs, playing prem' cricket and have thumped us in recent times too.  But it is 
pleasing to win, and to win with a side again packed with home-grown players.  Compare-

and-contrast?  To the game then: Uddy were hosts for this immediate rematch of Tuesday 
night's Rowan Cup clash.  And the Lanarkshire line-up was strengthened by the appearances 

of a number of their recognised players.  Uddy's pro' was in the XI, as were Johnston and 

MacLeod.  For the 'Loc, Aamir and Carly were changes from Tuesday's line-up.  
  

Pasty won the toss and asked his counterpart to have a bat.  And it seemed a genius decision 
as home pro' Priyadarshana holed out to said skipper without scoring: 0 for 1, Jimmy the 

successful bowler.  Gul then joined MacLeod and this combo' added 36 before the latter 

became Jimmy's second scalp, again courtesy of a grab - this time it was Coya that held the 
chance.  Tuesday night's standout Uddy batter Gavin Bradley was next in, but he couldn't 

repeat the magic and departed for just 8, caught by Jimmy this time off Hari's bowling.  The 
four 'Loc bowlers used were Jimmy, Hari', Bily and Hassan.  The latter pair picked up a wicket 

each too: Bily cleaning up Gregg Watson,.....deja vu; and Hassan sending Josh Johnston back 
to the pavilion, stumped by DgW.  Gul hadn't succumbed though and he passed 50 before 

being run out for 56 and being the last wicket to fall.  And who ran him out?  That man 

Blackburn again.  Good night for Jimmy B.  112 for 7.  
  

The reply didn't start so well though as Pasty nicked off without scoring and departed 
courstesy of a one-handed diving catch by Bradley at slip.  6 for 1.  Tinus continued with Dan 

Walton after this and they put on 43 for the second wicket, T-bags getting caught off 
Johnston's bowling.  Dan then followed 2 runs later, run out.  This left Dani' and Hassan 
together, but Hassan would be another low-scorer on the night, also nicking off behind to 

'keeper Clarke.  Carl and Dani' added 32 for the fifth wicket after Hassan's departure, leaving 
Matt to score a quick unbeaten 10 to see the side over the finishing line with Dani' also 

unbeaten on 29.  The run-chase had taken less than eighteen overs.   

  
Another good win then, and an encouraging win as importantly, keeping the momentum 

generated on Tuesday going.  And also pleasing is the continued development of the side, 
with six home-grown current or former juniors playing a full part.  And let's not forget NJ and 
Scotty who weren't in tonight's XI but continue to feature in WLC and SNCL matches this 
season. 

  

Rowan Cup semi- awaits [posted 28/06/11]  
The 'Loc progressed into the Rowan Cup semi-finals tonight with a seven-wicket win over 

SNCL Premiership side Uddingston at Shawholm tonight.  The boys were in the field first and 
restricted their visitors - on a genuinely warm and pleasant night - to 134 for 5.  This total 

was built on Gavin Bradley's unbeaten 64, a vital knock after openers Gregg Watson (2) and 

Alecz Day (5) had both gone cheaply, leaving their side 8 for 2 early on.  Bradley rebuilt with 
Amir Gul after the former West player and Uddy's "overseas amateur" had departed.  These 

two added 34 for the third wicket, before Gul was bowled - playing on in fact - to Hassan 
Akram.  Hass' bowled tidily, his four overs of leg spin costing 25.  Also bowling well and 

returning decent figures was Hari', whose four overs cost just 17, collecting MacLeod's wicket 
in the process.  Other bowlers on the night were Bily, Jimmy, Lexy, T-bags and Matt.  The 

latter two just bowled the one over each as they took a bit of tap, their combined figures of 

2-0-27-0 being some to forget.  
  



After Gul departed, and MacLeod had been bowled, Bradley then batted with - first - Bryan 

Clarke, and - then - Scott McKenzie.  He managed the innings pretty well, and upped the run-
rate as the twenty overs progressed.  47 for 3 at halfway didn't bode well for his side, and 

just 25 were added in overs eleven to fifteen.  But the last five went for 62, overs sixteen and 
seventeen being Nichty's and T-bags' two.  134 it was then when the first innings closed - 

South African Bradley remaining undefeated. 

  
135 to win.  Just under seven-an-over.  Pasty and T-bags opened and it was the former who 

set the tempo.  25 were added in the first five overs, and the 50 partnership marker was past 
in over seven.  In fact the openers would put on 53 before being separated: Pasty holing out 
to Amir Gul at long-on.  Out for 27 from 22 balls, Tinus on 14 when his partner departed.  
Dan Walton joined T-bags after Pasty's departure, and the run-rate momentarily slowed as 

veteran Mark Townson pegged things back a bit.  But it was only temporary and Dan and 

Tinus added 40 for the second wicket - Dan skying one to Uddingston's "overseas amateur" 
Day.  93 for 2 in the twelfth over.  Hassan then came and went in double-quick time, getting 

cleaned up by Townson hacking across the line at one.  Now it was Scotty Millen that was T-
bags' partner and, as ever, he hurried and harried the fielders with his positive running 

between the sticks.  Runs kept coming at a decent lick too, and Tinus was now seeing it 

well.  Pleasingly he hadn't immediately followed his opening partner back to the hutch but 
had "gone on".  He would bat through, and finish unbeaten on 53.  But it was Scotty who 

finished things in style, bunting Amir Gul for consecutive 6s over mid-on before running a 
single to win it in the eighteenth over. He'd made a rapid 22 from just ten deliveries.  [Ed: 

cric's a funny game - last night Scotty got a duck against Uddy's Under 18s!] 
  

A pleasing win, against a decent opposition, accepted missing a couple of "regulars" in Paul 

Hoffman and Calum MacLeod.  That said, the 'Loc were also without Dani' Chaudhry who had 
been playing for Scotland Under 17s at - spookily - Uddingston's Bothwell Castle Policies 

ground against Durham CCC.  Well done to him on another cap, and well done, too, to the 
'Loc for their win.  The semi- will see them face one of East Kilbride, Greenock or Kelburne. 

  

Woeful!  [posted 23/06//11]  
At 6pm it seemed a great idea.  Everyone was happy, if a few were surprised.  There was a 

cricket matrch on!  Wow!  The groundstaff had done a great job in preparing a playable deck, 
and the sun threatened to shine.  However by around 8.30pm it didn't seem such a smart 

move.  60 all out had been chased down inside nine overs as South Lanarkshire's finest 

cricket club [Ed: okay that county's only cricket club too ] had taken the 'Loc apart in their 
latest West League Cup section match.  

  

Both sides were likely happy to be "on the park", and both were missing a few regulars.  The 
'Loc stuck with the winning side from seven days previously, with Hari' and Muscles in.  But 
seven days on things would turn out oh so differently.  Pasty and T-bags opened and when 
both were out it was 16 for 2.  Not a great start.  But then at 44 for 2 in the ninth over, no-

one thought 60 all out was round the corner.  But it was.  Unfortunately.  Batters five to 

eleven managed 13 off the bat between them as a revolving door was in operation at the 
crease.  Bizarre, and depressing.  For EK, Saeed took a "3-for", as did Kampman.  No, not 

Brian dear reader, Stuart - things weren't that bad!  But 60 all out it was, Dani' C top-scoring 
with just 13.  Methinks time in the net needed for the batters, as well as some match 

management thinking to be applied.  

  
61 to win.  Hardly challenging, notwithstanding a slow, slightly sticky, wicket.  Lyons and 

Bocock opened for the EK Invitational XI, and no other batters would be needed.  33 not out 
and 26 not out, respectively, would do the job.  And, do it inside nine overs.  Ouchay!!  

That'll help your NRR guys!   
  

So one remaining section match to go - next week at Uddy.  But before that there's 
Saturday's T20 fest at Albert Pond,.....sorry, Park.  Then Tuesday sees the side host 
Uddingston in the second round of the Rowan Cup.  Improvements needed chaps! 



  

First win in the West League Cup [posted 16/06/11]  
Back under Pasty's supervision, the 'Loc went over to Hamilton Crescent to take on West of 

Scotland in another West League Cup section match.  After defeats to Drumps and the Dark 
Side, the boys needed a win to retain hopes of pressing to the semi's.  Pasty won the toss 

and inserted the home side.  His opposite number, and another of The Master Race, opened 

with porofessional de Grandhomme [Ed: or in Glesga lingo "Big Man" ].  And it was de 
Grandhomme who was the first casualty as he holed out off Jimmy Blackburn's bowling.  11 

for 1.  29 was then added before Ian Young departed, bowled by Nicky attempting a reverse 

sweep.  "Cricket's the winner"!  Anjun Luthra and Stuart Murray then batted in partnership, 
the former going on to top-score courtesy of a number of lives thanks to the 'Loc fielders 
grassing catches all over the paddock.  He'd get to 42 before Pasty held on to a catch off 
Bily's bowling.  Murray had already gone by this point though, caught by Flanners off Hari'.  
He was the first of two wickets for Master Khan, the other being McNulty.  112 was West's 

eventual total, six batters coming-and-going in the process.  113 to win. 
  

For the 'Loc Carly's figures of 5-0-17-0 were the standout ones, Hari's 4-0-21-2 being 
similarly pleasing. 

  

In the reply Pasty and T-bags opened up, and 48 was added inside eight overs before the 
former holed out at long-on.  Dani' then joined 'Tinus and would go on to anchor the run-

chase.  He batted with 'Tinus (33), Matt (0), and then big bro' (2) before Carl (25 not out) 
hung around with him to the end, the two adding 57 to see their side home in the 

seventeenth over.  A six-wicket win which is pleasing.  Next up in the comp' is East Kilbride 
a.k.a. the side formerly known as Clydesdale [Ed: does that make'em the Quite Bad 
Empire?].  
  
Scottish Cup exit as batters fail to spark on consecutive days [posted 05/06/11] 

If you want to save yourself reading a second report this weekend then you could, in fact, 
just re-read the undernoted report on Saturday's league defeat to Falkland.  Both had batting 

collapses at their hearts.  Today it was batting first at New Field against Edinburgh Accies in 

the Scottish Cup second round.  The innings had started well enough: Pasty and T-bags and 
had put on 57 in the first ten overs and the guys looked set for a big score with plenty 

batting to come.  And on a ground that makes the Crossmyloof Oval look like a proper-sized 
ground, a big score should've been probable not just possible.  But it wasn't to be.  And if it 

hadn't been for 31 in extras, the total wouldn't have even made it to three figures.  Ouchay!  
After Pasty departed after again getting a start, Tinus followed him and it was 64 for 2, with 

two new batters at the crease.  Two wickets then fell with the score on 88 and that good 

start suddenly seemed a wee while ago.  Batters three to seven mustered 12 off the bat 
between them, before Jimmy at eight managed to get into double figures.  But there'd be no 

tail wag and with Rusty marking his 1st XI competitive batting debut with a blob and Nicky 
being bowled for 4 to give home pro' Rixon a "7-for" (!), Bily was left stranded for yet 

another sheriff, and it was 129 all out.  Never enough.  

  
And never enough it proved.  Accies raced to the win, as Towtown boundaries aided the run-
chase.  Two wickets fell, but these were mere hiccups on the way to the win - both openers 
being dismissed to give Carl and Nick a wicket a-piece.  In the end less than fifteen overs 

were needed, Rixon securing his M.O.T.M. award with an unbeaten 45 that included four 6s 

and as many 4s.  That boy must be enjoying this comp'.  That's seventeen wickets in two 
outings.  Remarkable,.....for a guy who's a bloomin' 'keeper.  [Ed: wonder if Flanners can 

bowl?!?]  
  

So a bad weekend all round.  Three games, three defeats.  Three poor batting displays with 
30 'Loc wickets falling in the three matches and just 452 runs scored.  Back to practice 

people.....  Let's hope that's the collapses out of the way for season 2011 and next week 

things are back to where they were, with the batters retaining the confidence that had seen 
them score heavily in earlier SNCL and cup matches.  Here's hoping anyway.  



  

Collapse of epic proportions sees 'Loc lose 100% record [posted 04/06/11] 
Working from the end backwards, the boys were 152 all out chasing 217 to beat Falkland at 

Shawholm today.  Okay, and so?  Well, it'd be disappointing enough to be 152 all out chasing 
just 217, but when you find out the boys were racing along at 92 for 1 in the fifteenth over 

and then - somehow - managed to lose nine wickets for 60 runs you'll understand why that 

good ol' cliche "gutted" was being banded about in the post-match clubhouse gloom.  What 
happened?  Well bar the obvious, i.e. we lost a wad of wickets and didn't score enough runs, 

it's hard to tell.  Three batters failed to register a digit in the 'book, and five others didn't get 
into double figures.  And yet the innings had started so well.  Well, after T-bags went early 

that is, flashing at a wide one and nicking off to the 'keeper Campbell.  This brought Carly in 
to join Pasty and these two scored with gay abandon.  Carl raced to 50 and the team score 

approached the first of the two ton marker posts on the way to the win.  But then Pasty was 

bowled, and it was 92 for 2.  Carly followed 11 runs later, also bowled, and suddenly things 
didn't look quite so secure.  The two Dans found themselves together again, and after having 

successfully batted in partnership on a couple of occasions already this year home hopes 
were still high that stability would return and the scoreboard would start to tick over again.  

But not this time.  Dan the Elder was bowled by Sullivan for just 7, whilst Dani' struggled to 

find his rythym.  Though he wasn't dismissed until he'd seen four partners come and go at 
the other end, a rush of blood saw him swing and miss a Cooray delivery to give Campbell a 

stumping opportunity that the Falkland 'keeper took.  
  

By this point it was 148 for 8, and a fairly chubby female was gargling in the wings.  4 runs 
later and she was on stage.  Game over.  152 all out.  Carl's 64 was the side's highest score, 

Pasty's 28 being the only other knock of significance. Both though failed to play the real 
anchor role around which others could've maybe played. 
  

In the first innings the Falkland batters had been well restricted to 217 for 5 as tight bowling 
and decent fielding for most of the first half paid dividends.  Bilal got a couple of the five 

wickets to fall, whilst Jimmy's 10-2-25-0 reflected his continued invaluable role as first-change 

bowler.  Hassan Akram found it wasn't his day though, and bowled just the two overs of leg-
spin.  20 runs the cost.  But as said, 216 was a total the guys were confident of chasing.  

Fifteen overs into the chase this confidence looked well-founded - twenty-odd overs later it 
would be more accurate to say it was - well - floundered!  Pity.  
  

The defeat sees the sides drop from top to sixth in the table, but heads have to be kept high 
as tomorrow sees them travel to play Edinburgh Accies in the second round of the Scottish 

Cup.  
  

Toytown troopers come out on top [posted 02/06/11] 
They came, they saw, they conquered.  Yup, the 'Dale were the winners in tonight's latest 

West League Cup match.  The margin of victory?  35 runs.  So, two games played, and two 

defeats in this comp'.  But lots of positives.  Why so, you ask dear reader?  The answer: it's 
all in the plan.  And what's the plan?  Why it's Plan A.  Plan A being the continuing 

progression of the 'Loc's homegrown young side.  And facing up to Drumps and the Dark Side 
in consecutive WLC fixtures has been a good gauge of progress.  Progress in Pasty's 
captaincy learning curve, the side's togetherness, as well as the contributions of each player, 

and what each takes away to work on.  And as always there are things to learn from every 
game played.  Looking back on tonight's encounter the guys will be concerned at how 

anything between four and six catches went down in the outfield.  Thinking will be done 
around the fact that six of the nine wickets to fall involved the oppo' 'keeper, three being 

stumpings.  What, as batters, are the alternatives to coming down the track in a T20?  All 
good questions to ask.  And in relation to the first it was good to see the guys straight out 

after the match going through a stiff catching practice session.  So positives, and Plan A still 

very much on track.  And it's pleasing the 'Loc players are frustrated at losing a game they 
believe was win'able.  So how was it lost? 

  



Batting first, there's no doubt the 'Dale openers struggled to get momentum into the match 

in the early overs.  Jimmy was bowling tightly, as was Bily.  47 runs, only, came off the first 
twelve overs.  But, crucially, no wickets had been taken.  And there's a key factor.  Going into 

the last third of their overs, the oppo' batters knew they had batters-in-hand that allowed 
them licence to "have a swing".  And they did.  Pasty's field placings would be crucial, and as 

an estimated subsequent six dropped catches suggest, the fielders were in the right 
positions, they just failed to hold the chances when they came.  Compare and contrast with 
Clydesdale's Kasim Farid's two grabs at long on to get rid of both T-bags and Dan.  Crucial 
given the momentum these two had built up adding 70 for the second wicket in just ten 
overs.  As already mentioned, after ten overs of the second innings, the 'Loc were 75 for 1 

chasing 137 to win.  Then those catches.  And wickets really matter, especially when there's 
only 120 deliveries at a team's disposal.  If we accept they tend to use up two balls on 

average, this means the boys losing nine wickets means they likely only really left themselves 

seventeen overs to chase their target.  Whereas the 'Dale's innings saw no wickets fall.  
Compare and contrast as said. 

  
So good game; in it on more than one occasion; a number of positives; Plan A still 

progressing nicely; good to see some things being worked as quickly as immediately post-

match; and good to see a growing belief that the side can compete with the calibre of player 
that has been attracted to Toytown. Also good to see a decent crowd watching proceedings, 

including the others at Under 18 and senior practice.  
 

 
'Loc progress in the Scottish Cup [posted 29/05/11] 

 

As you might've followed on twitter, the 'Loc saw off Prestwick in 

today's rescheduled first round Scottish Cup tie - reduced to a T20, 
the match started at 4pm.   

The home side batted first and made 94, a total the boys chased down in the twelfth over, 

four down.  T-bags, Scotty and Dan were the three 'Loc batter dismissed, Carly winning it 

with a couple of maximums to finish 50 not out.  In Prestwick's innings NJ took a "5-for", 
including a remarkable spell of four-in-five deliveries!  Edinburgh Accies await in the next 

round, this coming Sunday in the Capital.  There's a scorecard online, and the 1st XI stat's 
have been updated. 

 

Defeat to Drumps [posted 19/05/11]  
West League Cup action got underway tonight at Shawholm.  Drumpellier were ther oppo' 

and batted first.  And eighteen overs later - the match was reduced by a couple of overs each 
- the chaps from Coatbridge had 102 for 7 on the 'board.  Their Sri Lankan pro' with as many 

initials Maddy and Doogie, had top-scored with 32, and Asad Mohammed had chipped in with 

27.  And all on a night better suited to hide and seek it was so difficult to see given the 
gloom.  Brrrrr.  Very chilly and dark.  The 'Loc bowlers had done okay, though Bily took a bit 
of tap, his four overs costing 40.  The rest all went at around 4s.  Kulatunga was dismissed 
courtesy of a half-tracker from Hassan that was drained to Dani' at cow who took a good 

catch.  The other wickets were shared around between Jimmy B, and Carly, with three run 
outs thrown in.   

  

The 'Loc's reply when it came never really got started.  13 for 1, then 2, saw Nicky and Tinus 
back in the hutch, before another two-wickets-on-the-same-score - 27 for 3, and then 4 - put 

another brake on any momentum that could've got going.  And wickets continued to fall at 
regular intervals with none of the top five getting past 8.  Carly at six would make 22, and he 

and skipper Pasty put on 24 in eighteen balls when the latter joined the pro' in the fourteenth 

over.  Carl was adjudged LBW to Stevenson though in the seventeenth over, leaving Pasty 
and Jimmy B to notch up 9 at a run-a-ball to close the innings at 86 for 9.  Defeat by 16 runs. 
  
Bottom line: probably a couple too many runs lost in the Drumpellier innings, and a poor'ish 

run-chase.  And it was cold, very! 
  



Still unbeaten [posterd 14/05/11]  

The 'Loc went to Whitehaugh today and came back with another SNCL win.  Batting first in a 
game reduced to 48 overs-a-side, the home side would eventually post 179 all out, the last 

wicket falling on the last ball of their innings.  Top scorer for the boys from Whitehaugh was 
professional David Harper who made 52 batting at four, eventually falling to a grab by Matt 

off Hassan's bowling.  The home side's innings was built around Harper's 52, with "starts" 

being made by opener Hamilton (24) and no fewer than four other Kelburne batters getting 
into double figures.  Wides were again a decent contributor to an opposition side's total too - 

this week it was 22.  The main culprit was T-bags who bowled a not-insignificant eleven of 
'em.  On the plus side with the ball there were good bowling returns from other bowlers: Bily 
continues to develop as the side's opening bowler and this week recorded figures of 10-2-19-
2, picking up the wickets of Morrow and Miller.  There was also a "3-for" for Hassan: 3 for 33, 

and Jimmy B again showed his worth by bowling his ten overs for just 30 runs.  So overall 

179 all out was a decent total to have restricted Kelburne to, but it certainly wasn't a show-in 
win the guys were mulling over at tea, Whitehaugh being a big ol' ground and run-making 

wouldn't be that easy. 
  

What was needed was a decent start to the 'Loc reply, and this was what was achieved.  

After a couple of mis-fires, T-bags and Pasty gave their teammates a decent base by putting 
on 87 for the first wicket, and in good time too, as it was over 21 before a wicket fell.  Pasty 
(24) was first out, unluckily finding drilling as leg-side shot straight to Harper.  Carly (7) 
followed 25 runs later and it was 112 for 2 in the 28th over.  Then a sticky spell.  Huyser #2 - 

T-bags - followed his big brother back to the pavilion five overs and 17 runs later, his 72 
being the side's top score and the rock upon which an ultimately successful run-chase was 

based.  But back to that sticky spell.  Just 27 runs were added between overs 30 and 40 as 

the boys struggled to get on top of the home side's bowlers.  Two wickets - inclufing the 
fourth, Dani' (1) - were lost during this period too.  

  
But no-one panicked which was pleasing.  And it wouldn't matter in the final analsyis - with 

Dan and Hassan together in the 47th over the winning runs were scored.  Hassan finished 

unbeaten on 31, Dan on 18 not out.  Good stuff.  And a good win.   
  

Oh, and before finishing, your scribe's under instructions dear reader to make mention of a 
few "issues": (i) the side was nearly Dani'-less as the 'Loc's number five nearly succumbed to 

an RTA courtesy of big bruv' Bily's driving!  (ii) Flanners insists Whitehaugh today was the 

scene of one of cricket's greatest one-handed catches by a 'keeper.....him!    True or 
false?  Answers in the Guestbook from those there to know.  (iii) Nichty's relief at having 
grassed Harper one over before the home-side pro' was dismissed was still palpable four 

hours after the event!  (iv) Rumours of Dani' not being "in the frame" when his run out was 
reviewed by the Third Umpire proved true after the match.  But it wasn't that he was so far 

short of his ground not to appear in the picture, rather he was so far past the wickets!    

  
Rowan Cup success [posted 10/05/11]  

Hillhead were the visitors to Shawholm this evening in the first round of the Rowan Cup.  On 

a dark and damp night - with a few showers thrown in - the 'Loc battled through to "the 
quarters".  Winning the toss, Matty invited the visitors from Hughenden to have first use of 

the strip.  And at 8 for 4 in the fifth over it look like a genius decision.  Bily had torn through 
the Hillhead top order, grabbing a "3-for" along the way.  His wickets - two courtesy of grabs 

by Matt and Flanners - included cleaning up Foster, batting at three.  But 8 for 4 was 
recovered from, and in the main this was due to Aussie Paterson's unbeaten 39.  He alone 

looked comfortable on the tricky wicket, and "managed" the middle order and tail.  Bar 

Paterson only Mahmood (16) got to double figures.  For the 'Loc the bowling and fielding gets 
pass-marks.  There were wickets for James, Nicky, Tinus and Matty in addition to Bily's "3-
for", Nichty taking "two-in-two" in over twenty - leaves him on a hat-trick.....  91 for 9 the 
final scoreboard picture. 

  



In reply the 'Loc reached their total in undramatic circumstances as Pasty sneaked a single 
off the second ball of the nineteenth over.  92 for 5.  T-bags had top-scored with 22, pipping 
Dan to that accolade by 1 run.  With Flanners and Pasty sheriffs at the end, the other wickets 

to fall were Matt (3), Dani' (19) and Scotty (7).  In the end then a "regulation" win we guess.  
Some good signs on a chilly and pretty bleak night, and progress to the quarter-finals where 

either Irvine or Uddy await.   

  
Match abandoned [posted 07/05/11] 

 

The 'Loc continued their SNCL campaign at home today 
against RH Corstorphine, but a match that started on time 

in reasonable conditions was eventually abandoned after 
38 overs of the first innings with the boys on 145 for 4.   

  

The two Dan's were together at the crease when the rains came, after the top four had come 
and gone relatively cheaply.  The decision to abandon the game, resulting in a "no result" 

was taken by ump's McGregor and Warden at 5pm.  There was no dispute!  Your Webmaster 

therefore has a very relaxing eving ahead of them.    As a result there's only last week's 
report to re-read, or last week's scorecard to have a look at, and the 1st XI stat's remain 

unaltered.  Updated league tables are available though with a couple of other matches being 

completed.  And the good news is, we're top!  
   

Proper cricket, great weather and a win! [posted 30/04/11] 
They say the scorebook doesn't lie.  Well it doesn't.  At least in so far as it says who won, and 

the team scores.  Correct.  And today's scorebook from Shawholm says the 'Loc scored 283 
for 6, before then dismissing Peniciuk for 240 to win by 43 runs.  Facts.  But hardly the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth.  To get this we need to know a bit more about what went 

on behind the numbers.  Well to start with, the 'Loc recording 283 was a good recovery after 
being 14 for 2 with both Pasty and T-bags out early-doors.  71 was then added between Carl 

and Hassan (on his home debut), before a 118-run partnership was put together by the two 

Dans after both Carl and Hassan had been dismissed.  Dani' would end up 66 not out after 
playing a mature innings, whilst Dan Walton's top-scoring 68 was the usual fluently-compiled 

knock.  Well done to both.  Throw in 41 in extras [Ed: were the 'Holmboy bowlers bowling?!?] 
and 283 was amassed.  More than 5 and a half an over.   

  
The visitors needed a quick start to be in with a chance, but the momentum was with the 
'Loc surely?  Not when 35 came off the first five overs.  And certainly not when 92 had been 

plundered from the first ten!  And it's safe to say there were some squeaky bottoms on 
spectator benches as 154 was on the 'board as far into the second innings as over 25.  

Halfway there, and.....halfway there.  For Penicuik that is!  But at least some wickets had 
fallen.  Even at the start.  Lexy had taken horrible stick opening the bowling (three overs for 

30), but had taken the first wicket to fall courtesy of a grab by Pasty.  Bily's first three had 
cost 23, and Carl's first three a whopping 33.  Thank goodness for Jimmy B and Hassan.  
Jimmy B's ten overs were exemplary - 10-0-41-0 - whilst Hassan's spell was crucial - 10-1-28-

1.  Phew.  Brakes applied.  And as the brakes were applied, wickets continued to fall.  Four 
Penicuik batters got to 25, two to 40, but none could go on.  The wickets were shared around 

too, Lexy's early wicket being added to by two for Bily, one each for Pasty, Hassan and T-
bags, with Carl taking three late on.  

  

So a win.  Good.  280+ scored.  Good too.  Bowling generally poor though, and half a dozen 
or so catches grassed.  The former we like, the latter we don't.  And like their 'Holmboy 
clubmates, the number of wides bowled - 35 in this match - must surely cost the guys if 
repeated.  All bowlers are hereby ordered to spend time grooving actions this week, by order 

of The Management!  But, seriously, it needs work people.  Catches can be dropped or held, 

there are other factors at play always.  Bowling success is, conversely, very often a function 
of hours put in in practice.  See you in the nets guys..... 

  



Next up it's Corstorphine at home, the east of Edinburgh side travelling to Shawholm on the 

back of a fairly heavy defeat to East Kilbride [Ed: or South Clydesdale as we call them ] in 
their SNCL opener today.   

  
Pre-season matches finished [posted 24/04/11]   

The club's pre-season schedule was completed at Bothwell Castle Policies today, with the 

playing of the Eric Lane Memorial Trophy match.  The game gave skipper Matt Coyle and the 
other selectors another chance to see a number of the new players, and a number of guys 

enjoyed another useful run out.  Hassan Akram made his 'Loc debut, whilst Cammy Armour 
got his first game in of 2011.  Batting first, the Barometer sent Hoffy in to open the batting 
with former West of Scotland player Greg Watson.  [Ed: how many players have moved from 

Glasgow's second-best club to Lanarkshire's fifth best we wonder?]    Uddy's groundsman 
batted as per usual, i.e. with gay abandon - three 4s, two 6s and a cheeky single, then good-

night, saw him back with feet up in the rugby club clubhouse inside three overs.  Watson 

continued on with Calum Macleod making a rare appearance for his "other" Scottish club, this 
after overseas am' Day had been cleaned up by Hari' for a solitary run.  And the partnership 

between the players from West [of Scotland] and East [Kilbride] was a big one.  142 to be 
precise.  Spookily also the number of runs Macleod would rack up himself.  Enjoying the 'Loc 
skipper's decision to give everyone a bowl, Macleod scored freely, eventually holing out to 

Muscles off Cammy Armour's bowling.  Well batted.  In the eventual team total of 334 for 8, 
and in addition to Macleod's ton and Watson's 40, there was a cameo from veteran 'keeper 

Bryan Clarke with 32.  He, too, was a victim of the Disk, this time courtesy of a grab by 
Nichty.  
  
335 to win then.  That'll be 8+ and over.  Simples!  Muscles and Vijay opened the batting in 
the reply, but 14 for 2 inside seven overs with both openers gone wasn't really the start the 

guys had in mind.  And from this point things got little better.  There were additions to a new 
season's Webbed Feet Award rankings from Hassan Akram on debut, Pasty and Hari'.  The 
score going from 21 for 3 to 22 for 7 kinda tells its own story we suspect.  And 
notwithstanding the target, none of the 'Loc batters really took the opportunity at hand to 
spend time in the middle.  Pity that.  When Matt was cleaned up by Calum Macleod for 23, 

the tenth wicket was down and only 65 had been recorded by Mr McGregor in his book.  
Hmmm.  Messrs. R Bawa and S Bawa had taken seven wickets between them in a ruthless 

display of athletic opening pace bowling.  The 'Loc simply couldn't cope with the combo.  
Young Master Day also turned his arm over; his gentle offies nicking out two batters, leaving 

scalp ten as Matt's dismissal by Calum Macleod.  

  
Defeat by more than this reporter can work out on the back of his virtual envelope.  But still a 

useful run out, and - for some - a reminder that there's much to be worked on at practice 
over the coming weeks.  And next weekend things start for proper; the SNCL kicks off again, 

and the SNCL Reserve League continues.  Sunday coming sees the start of the Sunday 
League too, and the juniors' league programmes gets underway on Friday - wall-to-wall 

cricket!  Great stuff.  

  
Carl and Tinus arrive on Tuesday, and they, and Dan Walton, are available for selection for 

the weekend.  I love it when a plan comes together!   
  

Sunday cric' in the sun [posted 17/04/11] 

After yesterday's season-opening match with Glasgow Caledonian University, today saw an 
intra-club pre-season match as two 'Loc sides squared up.  And with friends and families 

pitted against each other, two sides skippered by a Jayaratne each played a competitive 
35/35 match in warm sunshine.  With the temperature easily passing the Walton:Young 

Temperature Test [Ed: if it's not 16C then there's no cric'!], play saw Maddy's side defeat 
Doogie's side by six wickets.  Doogie's side batted first and posted 97 for 8, a total passed for 
the loss of only two wickets in 25 overs by Maddy's boys.  There were also pleasing debuts 

by a whole bundle of new boys: take a bow Messrs. Crawley, Perera, Rousen Snr, Alvi, Irtaza 



and Khan.  Along with yesterday's first scorecard of a new season, today's 'card's online, as 

are updated stat's. 
  

Opening day win [posted 16/04/11] 
A new season started on a chilly afternoon at Shawholm today.  Glasgow Caledonian 

University were the visitors as the first pre-season match took place.  Batting first the 'Loc, 
skippered by Pasty, with Nichty and Muscles playing for their uni' side, posted 244 for 8 in 
their 40-over allocation, a total that proved nearly a hundred too many for their oppo' who 

were dismissed for 152 in just over 30 overs.  The 'Loc total owed much to a unbeaten ninth-
wicket partnership of 88 from Flanners and Adnan Zahid on debut.  Adnan's 42 came off just 

33 balls, Flanners' 38 from just 30 deliveries.  The other 30+ score was Pasty's 34.  In the 
uni' reply, the 'Loc's other three debutants made their marks: Russell Lauder and Joe Brindley 

both grabbed "3-fors", Vijay added to his 29 with the bat with figures of 8-1-19-2.  Caley's 
152 also saw 52 from 58 balls from Nichty batting against his boys.  And to show just how 
fickle this game can be, Adnan followed up his swashbuckling knock by bowling a remarkable 

eighteen-ball [Ed: yes, 18!] over!  "Eh, thanks just now mate" Cricket, you gotta luv it!    
The first scorecard of a new season's online, as are the first stat's.   
 


